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Harvey Man Arrested on Two Active Warrants

On May 24th, 2018, members of the U.S. Marshals Service Great Lakes Regional Fugitive Task Force apprehended fugitive Mark McDowell in the 6700th block of Sayre Avenue in Bedford Park, Illinois. McDowell, a 43 year old male from the 15000 Block of S Rockwell Ave, Harvey, was wanted by the Kendall County Sheriff’s Office for failure to return from furlough. McDowell had been a fugitive since April 13th, 2017.

McDowell was also wanted by the Hickory Hills Police Department for an active warrant for resisting or obstructing a peace officer.

McDowell was transported to the Hickory Hills Police Department, and is currently being held in lieu of bond; which was set at $50,000 with ten percent to apply.

Anyone with information on the whereabouts of fugitives, or any other information is urged to contact the Kendall County Sheriff’s Office at (630)553-5856. Callers may also remain anonymous by contacting Kendall County Crimestoppers, at (630)553-5999.

The public is reminded that criminal defendants are presumed innocent until the government is able to prove its charges in court beyond a reasonable doubt.
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